O espectro NEXAFS do naftaleno foi analisado sob a aproximação do estado final. Cálculos ROHF/SCF foram realizados para os estados localizados do caroço, segundo o procedimento de Bagus-Schaffer para cada canal de excitação. Cálculos CI foram realizados com excitações simples e duplas do carbono 1s para os dez orbitais virtuais de menor energia. As energias e forças do oscilador foram calculadas e o espectro final foi gerado por convolução de picos gaussianos com 0,5 eV de largura a meia altura, com ponderação estatística dos canais. Os resultados teóricos mostram excelente concordância com o espectro NEXAFS de alta resolução, obtido no BESSY II. Trabalho se encontra em andamento de modo a controlar de maneira adequada o problema do colapso variacional em nível CI através da metodologia MEG-CI, desenvolvida para o tratamento de estados de simetria quebrada. Esta metodologia oferece uma forma clara e transparente de considerar o problema da relaxação, da energia de correlação e da especificidade orbital necessária para o problema da predição do espectro NEXAFS de compostos poliaromáticos.
Introduction
Poly-p-phenylene and polyacene compounds have been chosen as prototype molecular probes for several conceptual patterns in the interpretation of the carbon K-edge X-ray absorption spectrum. 1 Earlier studies observed that NEXAFS spectra of a family of poly-p-phenylene compounds did not show any significant difference when their chain lengths were increased. For such substances, as well for C 60 and diamond the NEXAFS spectra have been identified as a replica of the density of unoccupied states (DOUS). It was early recognized that NEXAFS spectra show major differences from the DOUS for molecular and medium-sized fused polyaromatic chains. For several molecular systems the NEXAFS spectrum is a typical fingerprint of the molecular system, a problem which poses a great deal of controversial questions such as: the nature of the observed peaks, the lack of dependency of chain length increase, the diminished oscillator strength for the HOMO-LUMO transition, the nature of the final state and whether it possesses localized or delocalized character, and the role of the relaxational processes. Currently, at least three different interpretations of the NEXAFS spectra can be found.
Ma et al. 2 measured the NEXAFS spectra of ethylene and benzene and its isotopomers, and interpreted the nearedge structure as a progression of many in-and out-ofplane CH bendings, CC and CH stretchings modes showing intense vibronic coupling to the inner-shell electronic states. In this study the authors reported clear indications of symmetry breaking processes in core-excited states.
A second alternative interpretation to the complex features of near-edge excitations has been proposed on empirical grounds and is known as the initial state proposition.
1 For large molecular systems, built from heterogeneous block units the whole spectrum might be convoluted from the spectra of the basic block units. This model suggests an additive pattern among these block units but their results do not take into account the molecular coupling among the block units. Consequently, the NEXAFS spectrum is expected to be an approximate replica of the DOUS. Therefore, from the calculational point of view, it would be enough to calculate the fundamental state and its orbital structure to estimate the NEXAFS spectra from the DOUS. Earlier calculations showed a perfect agreement among the NEXAFS spectra and the calculated DOUS for few long chains p-conjugated systems. The buckyball C 60 and graphite are examples of few systems for which an exact agreement was found, 3 however, for other strongly delocalized molecular systems this approach fails. Nowadays, it is recognized the limitations of this proposition that doesn't consider the electronic relaxation associated to the core-hole effect.
A third alternative, of increasing acceptance, is known as the final state proposition. 2, 4, 5 Here a major role is dedicated to the relaxation processes between the corehole and the valence orbitals. In this formalism the complex spectral features are interpreted as a consequence of the major chemical shifts caused by the relaxation of the core states in each of the C-1s sites. The final NEXAFS calculated spectrum results from the convolution of the different K-edge absorption spectra of the different sites.
Many authors proposed slightly different schemes to deal with the strong relaxation processes. Aagren et al. 5, 6 suggested the static exchange hamiltonian (STEX) approach where the core hole orbital and its orbital energies are determined through a SCF calculation. The optical transition elements are evaluated through a nonorthogonal dipole-transition element calculation between the ground and core-excited states. Such a procedure often leads to symmetry broken states and exhibits an intense lowering of relaxation and correlation energies. NEXAFS spectra of benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene and pyrene were studied with the STEX formalism. 6 Oji et al. 7 employed a modification of the improved virtual orbital technique (IVO) of Hunt and Goddard 8 where the final state energy is directly evaluated from atomic corehole states. By using site-specific virtual orbitals they observed that the virtual orbitals are stabilized by several eV and accordingly the oscillator strengths are concentrated close to the low-lying virtual orbitals. Moreover, the rich Kedge NEXAFS structure was interpreted as being a consequence of the intense chemical shifts observed in the carbon sites. NEXAFS spectra of benzene, chrysene, perylene and coronene were studied by the final state methodology 7 and a remarkable agreement between the experimental spectra and the calculated values was observed.
Recently Bergmann et al. 9 and Gordon et al. 10 reported final state calculations for benzene and several polyaromatic molecules, such as naphthalene, anthracene, phenanthracene, triphenylene, pyrene and 1,2-benzanthracene. Their studies were concerned to the dipole limit, which was found valuable and showed good agreement with inner-shell data. The assignments presented there show a perfect match with our results.
Intense work has been carried out in recent years by Hollauer and coworkers to understand the gains of stepping further and employing fully-symmetrical wavefunctions built from multistructural generalized configuration interaction calculations (MEG-CI) 11 to describe inner-shell excitations. This procedure was successfully used to study the He 2 + molecular ion, 12 and nitrogen and carbon dioxide inner-shell excitations. 13 In all cases it was possible to show that reliable oscillator strengths and excitation energies can be obtained by this procedure.
In this work this methodology was employed to study the NEXAFS spectrum of larger molecules, in our case that of naphthalene through CI calculations. Within this formalism a characteristic feature of the inner-shell spectra, the large number of nearly degenerated states, are described with an appropriated theoretical model. Within the CI model the several excited states are allowed to mix and a reliable intensity pattern is obtained. Work is in progress to employ a MEG-CI wave function for this procedure. In this model all states are allowed to interact and couple and detailed interpretation of the spectra should emerge. 
Methodology
One process that is recognized of major importance to satisfactorily describe the NEXAFS spectrum is the molecular relaxation. However, most of the methods currently employed for the prediction of NEXAFS spectra deal with this property in limited ways by: a) allowing relaxation of the core-hole orbital; b) artificially imposing a core hole over a specific site; or c) calculating the virtual orbitals with the previous restrictions. Here, we present a procedure, which possibly can be carried out with many of the available quantum molecular programs to obtain NEXAFS spectrum. The main points of the adopted procedure are sketched below.
The ground state is calculated with a basis set of, at least, double-zeta quality and a full use of symmetry. The molecular ground state wavefunction is then represented as a CI calculation with double excitations from the core orbital to the first few virtual orbitals of the system.
Core hole states for the cationic species are optimized through the Bagus and Schaffer methodology, where the ionized state is calculated through a sequence of SCF calculations with successive frozen-restriction optimizations. Due to their characteristics, the final virtual orbitals of the cationic species are the best virtual orbitals for the neutral core-hole excited state. This procedure is conducted for all non-equivalent core-hole states within a molecular frame. The orbitals obtained within this procedure are employed for the localized CI calculation described below.
Several restricted CI calculations are carried out, one for each site considered. Within these CI calculations all double excitations were allowed from the C-1s core active innershell orbital to the first ten virtual orbitals of the system.
Oscillator strengths were calculated through the two CI calculations previously mentioned within the dipole gauge. Recent work has shown the validity of this procedure. 10 The final spectrum is obtained by a statistical convolution from each of the site spectra, using gaussian functions with 0.5 eV of full width at half maximum (FWHM). The employed weights are determined by the symmetry equivalent sites present in the system.
Experimental
The high-resolution photoabsorption spectrum at the C K-edge of naphthalene condensed on Ag(111) was taken at the U49/1-PGM undulator beamline of BESSY II. 14 An energy resolving power (E/DE) better than 10.000 at the nitrogen K-edge could be demonstrated with a photon flux of about 3 x 10 10 ph/s/100 mA (fixed-focus constant c ff = 10, exit slit 10 mm). The beam line is equipped with an ultrahighvacuum spectroscopy chamber with a SCIENTA XES200 electron energy analyzer for photoemission experiments and a retarding field analyzer for partial electron yield detection. Saturation effects can be completely neglected due to the fact that the films are not too thick. Neither in total nor in partial yield detection mode one would expect saturation since the secondary electrons that are used for detection in either case should reach the detector. 1 The Ag(111) crystal was subjected to several sputtering/annealing cycles in order to achieve the desirable clearance. The cleanliness of the substrate was checked through photoemission recorded at the carbon and oxygen K-edges as well as at the silver 3d-edge. High-purity naphthalene purchased from Aldrich (Germany) was used without further purification. The naphthalene multilayer films were prepared in situ by sublimation at a substrate temperautre of 150K.
Calculations
The naphthalene NEXAFS spectrum has been subjected to a deconvolution process aiming to obtain the best spectral fit (Figure 1 ). We employed Gaussian and Lorentzian bands to describe the major peaks and a Gaussian step function to represent the ionization channel. All calculations employed the FIT program 15 previouly developed to deconvolute spectra resulting from Gaussian, Lorentzian and Gaussian step functions. The program employs few iterations with regular steepest descent methods and then turns to Davidon-Fletcher-Powell/ Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno variable metric methods. 16 During the convergence process few restrictions have been imposed, however by the end of the process a self-consistent set of bands have been obtained for which energies, band widths and intensities were fully optimized.
The naphthalene spectrum shows noticable features. The Lorentzian band present at 301 eV, which is the most intense band in the 280 -315 eV energy region, was chosen as the reference band for the determination of intensities. Therefore, all peak intensities actually report relative areas, as can be seen in Table 1 . Two intense and sharp peaks found at 284.8 and 285.7 eV with 0.21 and 0.23 relative intensities, respectively, are related to core excitations to the LUMO π * orbitals. Two transitions follow at 286.8 (rA=0.07) and 288.2 eV (rA=0.23) eV. A small Gaussian shoulder is clearly seen at 289.7 eV (rA=0.02). A distinguished major Gaussian peak is found close to the ionization edge at 293.3 eV (rA=0.55). The ionization threshold energy was optimized at 294.29 eV. Above the ionization potential two wide Lorentzian bands have been determined by the deconvolution process at 300.8 and 305.7 eV, respectively. J. Braz. Chem. Soc.
All calculations employed double-zeta basis of Dunning-Huzinaga. 17 No diffuse, neither polarization, basis functions have been added to constrain the calculation size limits. For the ground state, D 2h symmetry was employed while C 1 symmetry was used for the cationic core-hole states. For the core-hole states the ROHF/SCF wavefunction was carried out through the Bagus and Schaefer methodology, where the ionized state is calculated through a sequence of SCF calculations with successive frozen-restriction optimizations. For convention, in this paper the tertiary carbon atom of naphthlene was denoted as A carbon, its neighboor secondary carbon as B carbon and the next as the C carbon (Figure 1) . The GAMESS-GVB program 18 was used for the SCF procedure, with the mixing restriction among different orbital classes. This procedure was repeated along all equivalent ionization sites. The calculated ionization energies for each site are presented in Table 2 .
For each channel SCF calculations for the occupied as well as for the virtual orbitals were carried out and the corresponding orbitals were collected for the CI calculations. As the final virtual orbitals, in this case, were obtained from the SCF calculation for the cationic species, we must point out that this procedure makes them the best virtual orbitals for the neutral core-hole excited state. 13 Configuration interaction calculations were carried out for each channel by using its localized occupied and virtual orbitals obtained from the cationic state calculations. Single and double excitations from the ground-state determinant were performed. Excitations were allowed from the inner-shell orbital to the first ten lowlying unoccupied orbitals. All the other orbitals were kept frozen as expectators during these calculations, which led to a CI representation of the ground state and an ensemble of CI representations for the core-hole excited states. Their energies and oscillator strengths for the ground state were calculated. The results are presented in Table 3 , along with its channel contributions.
The final spectrum was generated by a convolution of Gaussian peaks with 0.5 eV as FWHM of the statisticalaveraged calculated transitions (Figure 2 ). An energy shift of 3.9 eV was introduced in the convoluted spectrum to describe the relaxational behavior of the expectator electrons.
The results clearly show that the first sharp intense peak at 284.8 eV must be assigned to a mixture of two excitations from the B and C 1s carbon orbitals to the π * LUMO orbital. The second sharp peak placed at 285.7 eV clearly results from the 1s excitation from the A carbon to the same π * orbital. The third convoluted peak, calculated at 286.8 eV, shows a small intensity when compared to the experimental results. However, it results from C carbon 1s excitation. The fourth convoluted peak (288.2 eV) has a major contribution from B and A carbons. All the previously mentioned peaks show an agreement to the experimental excitation energies within the 0.30 eV error, which is a significant task considering the experimental energy range. The final assignment for the NEXAFS C-1s spectrum of naphthalene is shown in Table 4 .
Conclusions
Several simulations have been carried out in order to interpret the carbon 1s NEXAFS spectrum of naphthalene. A temptative calculation, based on frozen core calculations and symmetry based orbital excitations to IVO orbitals, revealed that the simple initial state proposition, where the NEXAFS spectrum is expected to be an approximate replica of the density of unoccupied states, fail in the naphthalene case.
The simulations carried out in this work reveals also that the naphthalene spectrum might be interpreted as single particle excitations from localized core hole at the 1s carbon orbital to the first few low-lying unoccupied π * orbitals of naphthalene, based on the so-called final state proposition. Within our procedure, a CI calculation based on state specific self-consistent calculations explicitely treat two of the major difficulties concerning inner-shell valence transition calculations; the orbital relaxation and the strong virtual orbital dependency with respect to the core-hole state. The results show a remarkable agreement to the naphthalene NEXAFS spectrum.
Work is in progress to get better control of the variational wave function collapse problem at the CI level. In the present work this problem has been overridden by a restricted configuration selection. Superposition of symmetry breaking core-hole excited states are currently subject of work in our group and might offer a clear and transparent way to take into account the relaxational correlation energy, the virtual orbital specificity and wide configuration interaction to the required solution to the variational collapse in this kind of calculation. Table 1 the spectrum shows six gaussians placed in the energy interval from 284 to 295 eV and the step function is located at 295 eV.
